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Problem

• Reliably and economically store large amounts of data.

• Provide high throughput access to applications.

• Specific assumptions:

– Inexpensive, unreliable hardware.

– Small number of large files.

– Main operations: large streaming reads, random reads, large streaming writes,
and small atomic “record” appends.

Related Work

• Many distributed file systems exist (AFS, xFS, Swift, Intermezzo, NASD, etc), using
a variety of techniques (peer-to-peer, network-attached disks, RAID, etc).

• GFS differs from these in several respects:

– Designed for restricted class of applications.

– Relaxed consistency model (e.g. for record append).

– Use of unreliable commodity hardware.

– Approach to fault-tolerance: Uses simple “fool-proof” schemes like centraliza-
tion, data replication, and fast process recovery instead of complex algorithms.

Approach

• Single master node serves metadata and provides atomic file system operations.
Replicas and write-ahead logging provide reliability.
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• Files divided into large chunks, which are replicated at least 3 times.

• Chunk servers handle data traffic and manage own chunks (including checksumming
data and reporting current contents to master).

• Lease system to assign a primary replica responsible for ordering writes to each chunk.

• Data to write is transferred linearly from replica to replica to maximize throughput.

• Chunk version numbers allow for staleness detection if a write is not fully replicated.

• Master performs continuous garbage collection, rebalancing and re-replication.

• No caching, due to large data volume and access patterns (streaming reads).

• Interesting operations that simplify use of the system:

– Record Append: Atomically adds at least one copy of a small “record” to the
end of a file, but may cause padding which may be inconsistent between replicas.

– Snapshot: Instantly duplicates a file by reusing the same chunks and using a
copy-on-write system when the two files diverge.

• All processes are designed to restart rapidly on failure, loading state from disk.

Evaluation

• Authors present experiments benchmarking individual operations and comparing
them to theoretical limits as well as measurements of several real GFS deployments.

• Interesting observations:

– Writes are slow, largely due to problems in the network stack.

– Recovery after replica loss is very fast (2 minutes).
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